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Best indian mythology books in english

Mythology = A collection of myths or stories about a particular person, culture, religion or group with common beliefs. The myth in mythology is what gives you a lot of legroom to expand your imagination. Huge setups, elaborate fights, intricate costumes, beautiful dialogues impress you
again and again. And that's what makes this genre my absolute favorite. If you are a regular mythology reader, thn here is a list of the top 5 Indian mythology books that you should not miss &amp; if you are planning to make a debut in this genre, then choose one of the 5 books listed below
because these will definitely open a new space of art to you. The Shiva Trilogy - Top Indian Mythology BooksShiva Trilogy — AMISHThis is one of Amish's masterpieces. The Shiva trilogy consists of the Immortals of Melhua, the Mystery of the Nagas, and the Oath of the Vayuputras. These
books tell of the progression of shiva from extraordinary man to God. And the plot is so beautifully designed with the essence of love, hate, action scenes and fantasy that you won't miss a touch of any genre.P.S. — Buy all 3 books together because you will not be able to resist the
temptation to read the next!2. Palace of Illusions — Top Indian Mythology BooksThe Palace of Illusions — Chitra Banerjee DivakaruniYes, you can absolutely judge this book by its cover, it is as beautiful inside as it seems from the outside. This book tells the epic of Mahabharta from
Draupadi's frame of reference, which reinforces it even further. With a seductive mix of storytelling and dramatists, this is a book you should definitely share on your reading list. And if you are not in mythology, don't worry, this book will help you go there!3. My Gita — Top Indian Mythology
BooksMy GITA — Devdutt PattanaikThe My in My Gita is literally, this is the thematic arrangement of Gita. He has broken this massive scripture precisely with words that have deeper meanings than their appearance. If you've always wanted to understand the Gita, you can help Devdutt's
understanding. His pictorial representations will make you fall in love with his thriftiness. The simplicity he has tried to add to this otherwise complex scripture will blow your head. I especially love the magic Sanskrit does, so I read this book while the Gita was in front of me, so I could look
down every &amp; every shloka!4. Rise of Kali — Top Indian Mythology BooksAjaya: Rise of Kali — Anand NeelkantanThis is the story of Kauravas from the epic plot of Mahabharta. The story is so intertwined that the momentum would not fizzle out to the end. In fact, this book will grab you
as you read it and gently float somewhere in your mind after you 5. Kalki — Top Indian Mythology BooksKalki: Avatar of Vishnu — Kevin MissalKevin did a wonderful job with this piece of fictional art. He has the plot effortlessly with effective characters, precise dialogues and a boiler This
book unfolds the history of the lesser-known Battle of Shambala and the life of Kalki. These are the top 5 Indian mythology books you shouldn't miss. Read these safely &amp; place your reviews in the comments section. And if you've already read one of them, help other readers with your
valuable reviews! The meeting with Yama is the story of 3 different people who come to Varanasi for different reasons, everyone is looking for an answer to their questions and everyone is looking for a solution to their problems. If you are someone with a mystical and spiritual mindset,
Meeting Yama is the book for you The book is innovative in the sense that it comes with very new points of view from the perspective of these female characters, which the author hopes will be considered by readers. Raavan: The enemy of Aryavarta is worth every minute you spend
reading it. With the classic combination of action and adventure in a generous dose of mythology and fantasy, the book appeals to almost every kind of reader. That Amish decides to pour in a generous amount of information and details is like the icing on the cake. The book is not lacking in
entertainment. It has an interesting plot, a captivating plot and a great set of characters however, a little more effort to cut the excessive descriptions and keep an even tempo would certainly have been great. Overall, it's a decent once read. Kamadeva: The God of Desire is a mythological
fiction that tells us (albeit fictionally) the whole story of Kamadeva, the legendary god of love. So expect a mythological fiction to take you on a rollercoaster ride that is the life of Kamadeva. Divyastra is a simple and quick read not because it has a simple cliché plot, but because it manages
to hook the reader from the beginning with the help of a racy narrative and a tempting plot. Expect a book that promises adventure disguised in secrets. Vanara is a mythological fiction that refreshingly does not talk about the main heroes of our mythology. The book is the story of the Vanara
tribe and three of the most important people in their tribe – Baali, Sugreeva and Tara. It is probably also the first love triangle story in the world. In Ashwattham's redemption, Gunjan Porwal tried to imagine and imagine how the immortal Ashwatthama could survive and keep up today. The
whole story is well knit about how Ashwatthama lived with a terrible past and how he finally gets up to continue to do what he was born for. The Cryptic Key is a mythological thriller of modern times. It promises adventure, as well as imagination and people, Loving the idea of quests and
treasure hunts, it will surely find a good read. It gives you a completely new approach to looking at Indian mythology and its ancient customs. The Awakening of an Indigo is the story of Vikram, a successful lawyer who also possesses some unique powers and unusual occult and psychic
abilities. However, it is often through his special powers, how he sees and experiences things that others cannot. PLOT: 5/5 CHARACTERS: 5/5 WRITING STYLE: 5/5 CLIMAX: 4.5/5 ENTERTAINMENT QUOTIENT: 5/5 My Musings India's greatest storyteller is back after a long gap. After
masterpieces such as The Krishna Key, The Rozabal Line, Chanakya's Chant and The Sialkot Saga, Ashwin is back with another Magnum opus and this time his size [...] PLOT: 4.5/5 CHARACTERS: 5/5 WRITING STYLE: 4.5/5 CLIMAX: 5/5 ENTERTAINMENT QUOTIENT: 5/5 My
Musings I am an ardent fan of historical fiction. I am irrevocably in love with the works of Ashwin Sanghi and Dan Brown. I first noticed Harappa – Curse of Blood in the Amazon bestseller list and since it was available [...] Indian mythology is full of fascinating stories that will enchant its
readers. Beautiful dialogue rich in characters with divine powers, magic and sacred religion, these books will surely leave your mind rich in a culture full of imagination and history. There is a wealth of Indian mythology for those who want to search for their charming stories. This is a culture
that has always been rich in mythology with stories of Mahabharata and Ramayana, but has seen an increase in fantasy books over the past decade. Those who are looking for stories from Indian mythology have happened in the right place. We have compiled a list of the best Indian
mythology books for those who need a fascinating history full of cultural history and imagination. Read: Great Lists of Greek Myths In no particular order, here are the best Indian mythology books for you to enjoy.1. The Palace of Illusions – Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni See the latest prize on
Amazon This bestselling author and poet tells us the story of Mahabharata, one of the Sanskrit epic legends of ancient India. This book tells this classic story of Draupadi, the wife of the panda vass, frame of reference. Divakaruni is an exciting story and embarks on a revealing journey
through a time of history steeped in myth and magic. Draupadi is a fiery woman in search of the birthright of her five husbands, leading us on a path of love, war and magic. The Palace of Illusions is a fantastic starting point for those who want to dip their toes into Indian mythology.2. My
Gita – Devdutt Pattankaik View Latest Price on Amazon Not to be confused for a translation, this is Dr. Pattanaik's version of the most famous book of Hinduism. If the understanding of The Gita, 'The Song of God' and it is 700-verse Sanskrit scripture is something that fascinates you, Dr.
Pattanaik's thematic arrangement and precise breakdown is a perfect read. In a world that is arguing about a conversation Dr. Pattanaik focuses on the importance of krishna Arjuna helping to understand and understand rather than making judgments. Accompanied by illustrations and
simple diagrams, this book was written and drawn by this master narrator, is a captivating and informative read and should definitely be on your list if you have fun Asura: Tale of the Vanquished – Anand Neelakantan View Latest Price on Amazon A new perspective on the ancient history of
Ramayana, this book focuses on Ravana's perspective and his way of looking at life. It is another look at the ancient epic of Ramayana and offers an alternative narrative between the King of Lanka and an ordinary man. There is much in Indian mythology regarding Rama, the Incarnation of
God who defeated the evil Ravana, but nothing from his perspective. This unconventional book is unique in that it takes out all the divine elements and instead uses real explanations in this story of victory and defeat. This is a captivating read for those who are after a take from the other
side of this ancient story.4. The Pregnant King – Devdutt Pattanaik View Latest Price on Amazon Another by Dr. Pattanaik, this is a story set in the background of the Mahabharata, after Yuvanashva, a childless king who makes the mistake of drinking a magic potion to make his queens
pregnant. Rich in the complexity of Hindu mythology, this is a great modern story about lines that are blurred between men and women. Society has set many rules for its inhabitants, and this book helps us to question them. This book is incredibly fascinating and unique in its content of a
lesser-known story. This story is hardly remembered in the history of Indian mythology, but here Dr. Pattanaik takes us on the journey of Yuvanashva.5 with incredible details about his social and political struggles. Karna's Wife: The Queen of the Outcast – Kavita Kane Watch the latest prize
on Amazon. Another story of an unsung character tells this book by Karna and his wife Uruvi. Kane brings a unique perspective to the genre of magical realism, after a story of love and its social implications. It brings with it many twists and turns and provides a captivating read that you can't
book until they're done. If you are familiar with the story of Mahabharata, this retelling through Karma's wife's eyes will affect you with all your heart. It is rare to find a book told from the perspective of a woman in mythology, and this remarkable story shows that behind every successful man
is a woman.6. Prince of Ayodhya: Book One – Ashok K. Banker View Latest Price on Amazon An epic retelling of Ramayana, this is a fantastic story of Rama, Prince of Ayodhya, and his quest to prevent the prophecy of his homeland from becoming a waste of ashes and blood. Banker



offers the reader an authentic retelling of the classic story, rich in Sanskrit and At the end of the book, he provides a glossary to help people with a lack of knowledge in these terms and words, which also makes it an informative read. It is a more action-oriented retelling of Ramayana that
Oomph offers in a story that most people only know as an ancient religious one. A great read for young and old.7. The Hindus: An Alternative History – Wendy Doniger View Latest Price on Amazon A captivating story story full of history Myth, this profound work is surrounded by
controversy. The cause of many debates among Indian readers, there are many different perspectives to help readers understand Indian mythology. The American Indologist Doniger offers a new understanding of Hinduism, one of the oldest major religions in the world. It is a fascinating
read for those who are fascinated by the controversy of this book, and also for those who are looking for fairly dense prose about Hinduism. We recommend those who study religion to look at a different perspective. Your choices can be idiosyncratic, but this book is unique.8. Myth and
Reality: Studies in the Formation of Indian Culture – D.D Kosambi View Latest Price on Amazon Kosambi offers a series of essays that look at early Indian history. It establishes a historical connection to the emergence of Indian myths. Kosambi created this refreshing material through
careful study of literacy courses and impeccable field work, resulting in a compilation of essays that carefully analyzed the Indian tradition. Logical interpretation of the origins of Indian mythology, Kosambi throws and solves questions that are important for those who are interested in the
study of indology, including the importance of the Pandharpur pilgrimage, the dates of the Karle Caves among others. This is a fantastic read for any scholar who wants less fiction and more analysis of Indian mythology.9. The Immortals of Meluha – Amish Tripathi View Latest Price on
Amazon The first in a series of 3, this story is based in Meluha and follows a Tibetan named Shiva, who is believed to be their savior Neelkanth. Faced with grave dangers, the Meluhans believe that Shiva will triumph over their enemies and restore peace in their homeland. Shiva is
suddenly drawn into his fate, and this captivating epic saga of revenge is a fantastic read. A highly rated reader, this novel is pure fiction and resembles dead with the likes of Tolkien, Terry Pratchett. The other two books in the series are The Secrets of Nagas and The Oath of Vayaputras.
The Krishna Key – Ashwin Sanghi Watch latest price on Amazon A suburban mix of history and mythology, this epic adventure story is highly recommended. This story provides its readers with extensive information about Veden, one of the oldest Hindu writings. According to a history
professor who must prove his innocence against a murder charge, this thriller mixed with mythology is the perfect read for anyone who enjoys modern literature sprinkled with ancient myths. Bestselling author Sanghi is considered a pioneer in historical and mythological retelling. This is a
book that is no different.11. Mahabharata - William View Latest Price on Amazon As one of the longest epics ever, this is a translation and presentation of the ancient Indian epic poem, Mahabharata. Originally in Sanskrit, Buck deciphers the poem about the battle between the Kurus and
the Pandavas. Historical fiction can be a boredom, but that's which is captivating from start to finish, peppered with the ancient history that people obsessed with Indian mythology will know and love. If you enjoy this reading, Buck has also written a novel called Ramayana, another retelling
of an ancient story, and equally epic. Other suggestions Mahabharata podcast As the title suggests that these are mainly about the Pandavas and the Kauravas, the incarnations of the gods and demons. It covers many myths and is a great introduction to listening to Hindu mythology and
everything it has to offer. Check out the latest price on Amazon If you're looking for something for your kids to learn more about Indian mythology, this is the book for you. This novel of the special edition brings stories from countless authors about the gods and goddesses of India. A fun way
to introduce someone to mythology! Read: 39+ Joseph Campbell Quotes (myth, symbol, bliss and purpose) If you have managed to scroll to the end of this, we hope you have some books that have written richly in the enchanting history of Indian mythology. There is a whole world of gods
and goddesses, heroes and villains, retaliation and betrayal that you can immerse yourself in, an endless collection of fantastic books, but these are a great starting point. Similar posts
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